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Easy, secure access to outdoor entertaining areas...
Crimsafe’s unique Safe-S- CapeTM is a keyless
exit system. It lets you quickly exit in a fire or
other emergency, but is just as hard to penetrate
as all our other products because it features
Crimsafe’s screw-clamped mesh as well as a
triple “anti-jemmy” design that protects the lock.
The Single-Sliding Safe-S-Cape is a sliding panel
of Crimsafe. Along one edge of the panel is a full
length locking stile that, when lightly pressed,
releases along its entire length. With its onetouch and slide release, even a small child can
operate a Sliding Safe-S-Cape.
Because it slides within a single track, the Single
Sliding Safe-S-Cape can fit into tighter spots
than Double- or Triple-Sliding Safe-S-Capes. It
also makes the perfect sliding servery screen for
kitchen windows.
There are two designs for servery spaces. In the
first design, the moving panels slide from the
side with the locking position on the jambs. And

in the second, unique design, the locking position
is in the middle of the opening, creating a large
servery space when the locking panels are slid
apart to the left and to the right.
More about Single Sliding Safe-S-Capes overleaf...

Applications These are window-types that can utilise
Single Sliding/Servery Safe-S-Capes
• Fixed and Sliding Window Panel Combinations
• Servery Window
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Slimline Design

Heavy duty protection without heavy duty looks.
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Full Range
Crimsafe
Contact
yourof
local Licensee
today: stocks a full range of standard colours so that the
Colours

system you buy complements your home. Other colours
are available on request.

Guaranteed for 10
years

Crimsafe warrants the product from defects in materials
under the conditions of normal use for up to 10 years from
the date of purchase. Please refer to our Care Guide for
more information.

Visit www.crimsafe.com.au

Only Crimsafe drives a screw
right through mesh and frame
– for unbeatable strength

